1. Try and correct the following mistakes:
* 1. This mean = This means
* 2. ..and these action...= ... and these actions …
* 3. It encourage .. = It encourages ..
* 4. Many specimen ... = Many specimens …
* 5. One of the world financial centres = One of the world's financial
centres
* 6. subject actuality = (être d'actualité) = a subject which is very
topical / a topical subject
* 7. All those entrepreneurs suffers from ... = All those entrepreneurs
suffer from …
* 8. 1.5bn dollar = 1.5bn dollars
* 9. There is several reasons ... = There are several reasons
* 10. Four hundred thousand and six hundred ... = Four hundred
thousand, six hundred ...
2.
*1. To replant some tree. = To replant some trees.
*2. One of the largest US company ... = One of the largest US
companies …
*3. ... has an important place for the environment. = ... has an important
place in the environment.
*4. interessant = interesting
*5. The Netherland = The Netherlands
*6. One of the explication ... = One of the explanations …
*7. The UK have ... = The UK has …
*8. I'm sure you've heard him, didn't you? = I'm sure you've heard him,
haven't you?
*9. To be fond of book on management. = To be fond of books on
management.
*10. The relation between them are ... = The relations between them
are ...

3.
Try and correct the following mistakes:
*1. ... between United States and China. = ... between the United States
and China.
*2. To import crude oil from foreign country. = To import crude oil from
foreign countries.
*3. In some country ... = In some countries …
*4. The relationship between them is strength. = The relationship
between them is strong.
*5. Most of retailers claim .... = Most retailers claim ... / Most of the

French retailers claim …
*6. .. for higher minimum wage = .. for a higher minimum wage
*7. The decrease of UK exports = The decrease in UK exports
*8. 'actif' and 'passif' = assets and liabilities
*9. SEC stand for ... = SEC stands for …
*10. The police stock market = The stock exchange watchdog
4.
Try and correct the following mistakes:
*1. Chinese decided ... = The Chinese decided ...
*2. ... of entire company = ... of the entire company
*3. I can go in China ... = I can go to China ...
*4. Dependent of... = Dependent on ...
*5. Investiments = Investments
*6. There are some company which ... = There are some companies
which
*7. ETI allow to create ... = ETI allows to create ...
*8. Economy growth = Economic growth
*9. Reduction emissions = Emission reductions / Reducing emissions /
Reducing carbon emissions
*10. The China decided ... = China decided ..
5.
Try and correct the following mistakes:
*1. To borrow to = To borrow from
*2. On one hand = On the one hand
*3. Subvention = Subsidy / Grant
*4. Price of oil ... = The price of oil ...
*5. Companies which/that provides = Companies which/that provide
*6. Interested by = Interested in
*7. When a company buy another company = When a company buys
another company (=to acquire / takeover / hostile takeover)
*8. medias = media (sing. medium)
*9. more risky = riskier
*10. To borrow money to the bank. = To borrow money from the bank.
6.
Try and correct the following mistakes:
*1. ... involved into a company = involved in a company
*2. Two billions of euros = Two billion euros
*3. much years ago = many years ago
*4. Production has increased of 50% = Production has increased by
50%
*5. How does a joint venture works? = How does ajoint venture work?
*6. The size of business = The size of the (a) business
*7. Some company are not reflect ... Some companies do not reflect ...
*8. They try to protect themselve ... = They try to protect themselves ...

*9. Seven millions dollar = Seven million dollars
*10. To pay back they credit in time. = To pay back their credit in time.
7.
*1. To earn a benefit of ... = To earn a profit of ...
*2. Money is spent into the economy. = Money is invested into the
economy.
*3. First to begin let's look at = First, to begin with, let's look at ...
*4. The US and the Canada = The US and Canada
*5. 18 difference ways to... = 18 different ways to ...
*6. She talked us about ... = She talked to us about ...
*7. I choose this topic ... = I chose this topic …
*8. How we say ...? = How do we say ...?
*9. It all depends of ... = It all depends on ...
*10. Better working condition. = Better working conditions.
8.
*1. Three segments which representing ... = Three segments which
represent ...
*2. To emphasis = To emphasise (UK) / To emphasize (US)
*3. Less workers = Fewer workers
*4. As for other producer ... = As for the other producer ...
*5. To be agree = To agree (N.B. 'agree' is a verb)
*6. Other city in the UK ... = Other cities in the UK ...
*7. The two country ... = The two countries ...
*8. The Portugal = Portugal
*9. The Great Britian = Great Britain
*10. Too much possibilities = Too many possibilities
9.
*1. I'm going to explain you ... = I'm going to explain to you …
*2. According the comments ... = According to the comments …
*3. They have some problems in sanitory. = They have some sanitory
problems.
*4. He do the same last year. = He did the same last year.
*5. They wanted to participate to ... = They wanted to participate in ...
*6. The Greece = Greece
*7. 610 millions dollar = 610 million dollars
*8. Since the 2001 crisis, there is ... = Since the 2001 crisis, there has
been …
*9. There is a lot of other ... = There are a lot of ...
*10. The principe of ... = The principle of ...
*11. To arise the price of ... = To raise the price of ...
*12. China exporters = Chinese exporters

